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Celebrations for the 21st 7.1 Jeol and 15th 7.8 Jeol
August 6, 2011
Cheon Hwa Gung

Celebrations for the 21st 7.1 Jeol and 15th 7.8 Jeol were held at the Cheon Hwa Gung centering on True
Parents, joined by Hyung Jin Nim and Yeon Ah Nim, and other True children as well as leaders from the world
and local members, which totaled to approximately 100 participants. Prior to this celebration, True Parents were
in Kodiak, Alaska for one week offering Jeong Seong, and came back to Las Vegas three days ago.

Quotes from True Father:

All you do in your life is six things

Father’s words on the 21st 7.1 Jeol and 15th 78.8 Jeol (Aug. 6, 2011)

“All you do in your life is six things: to go and come, to eat, to sleep, and to feel good and bad, and the place
where you can give and receive without limit is the good place to stay. Either only to give or only to receive is not
a good situation.”

“All things exist while moving, and in order to move, one must give first before receiving.”

“In the relationship between man and woman, the root of love is man and the root of life is woman, and therefore
woman has uterus. The cosmos was born from women’s uterus. All humans, men and women were born from
women. Did God have his mother? Did she have uterus?”

(Katsumi: According to Rev. Yu during ODP workshop, Father said Adam had a belly button and so God must
have one too. Furthermore, Adam had a mother and therefore God also had mother. Also during the ODP this
time, Father started to speak to the participants mentioning “Original Mother” but it was not clear what Father
meant by it.)

“The bodies of those who lived according to their conscious does not get rotten and be gone rapidly in the
coffins. The reason why is that their children and friends often come to their graves and their bones feels happy.”

Two days ago, Father went to Lake Mead and offered Jeong Seong at the central point of the lake and also
visited the Grand Canyon and other areas to decide holy grounds. Yesterday, Father held Hoon Dok Hae for 14
hours without having a meal. On that foundation, True Parents held the celebration on 7.7 by the H.C.
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